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RESULTS OF TRW INTERNAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SURVEY
As a part of Study Task 1 an internal survey was conducted among TRW
spacecraft design specialists for assistance in defining and delineat-
ing satellite servicing technology issues. The questions listed below
were formulated as a guide for general comments and suggestions by
engineers participating in this survey. Participants included:
Robert Benhabib (Attitude Control and Automation)
Raphael Gluck (Spacecraft Dynamics)
Tom Hanes (Commercial Uses of Space Station)
Leroy Herold (Thermal Control)
Gary Johnson (Crew Systems)
Tom Johnson (Propulsion)
Robert Neiswander (Large Deployable Structures and Control)
Sets Okumura (Space Station Layout)
Hans Rauschenbach (Power Subsystem/Solar Arrays)
Ken Rourke (Space Station Mission Requirements)
Ralph Schilling (Space Science and Applications)
R.	 F. Walters (Space Station Operations)
Questions Regarding On-Orbit Satellite Servicing Technology Needs*
1. Principal refurbishment/replacement/resupply needs in your area
of discipline or subsystem technology.
2. What are the failure or wearout mechanisms?
3. How complex is this refurbishment?
4. What is the state of technology as to on-orbit repair feasibility?
5. What kind of new technology is needed, and when will it be available?
6. Have modular replacement concepts been studied. When and by whom?
*Explanatory notes distributed with this questionnaire provided back-
ground on our preliminary technology plan and the TOM categories being
considered. The importance of time-phased technology evolution was
emphasized as a principal issue.
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"	 7. Any literature references you can think of?
8. Does this new technology warrant/require demonstration in space?
Can this be done on the shuttle orbiter?
9. Does the technology development depend on flying specific missions
(so-called Technology Development Missions, TDM)?
10. What do you expect to be man's role in this process (manual tasks,
	
+	 rewrote control etc.)?
11. What dexterity is required? Can a suited crewman perform the task?
12. Can this task be done off station, that is, "in situ" by a Teleoperator?
13. Why do the refurbishing on the space stations rather than the shuttle?
	
:	 14. What safety issues do you foresee, if any?
15. How costly do you think this service function will be (large, medium,
modest costs)?
16. Can the satellite and subsystem designs be standardized sufficiently
in the future to facilitate the servicing operations and implementation?
I. SERVICING OPERATIONS AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The following answers refer to issues in the above questionnaire by number.
Spacecraft subsystem packaging along the lines of the "Multimission Modular
Spacecraft" (MMS) is necessary as a basic premise of standardization required
for servicing.
1. Probably none of the entirely electronic subsystems or the electronic
part of a subsystem needs replacment more than another. However, due
to the great strides being made in the increasing speed of calculations
(higher clock rate), larger memory and smaller physical size of develop-
ing processors, the most likely candidate for the earliest refurbish-
ment is the Communication and Data Handling Subsystem. This would be
true for either the palletized systems attached to a space station or
a free flyer. The free flyer would require resupply of propellant
periodically.
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2. Any rotating device will eventually wear out. For example, on
those satellites that require reaction wheels for stability re-
placement may be required; a reaction wheel could be just another
(	 attached module. Some disassembly may be necessary to achieve access
to the reaction wheel module.
r
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Solar arrays will gradually deteriorate due to charged particle
impingement. This occurs at a faster rate in GEO than it does in LEO.
Replacement of an entire array may be required in less than 10 years.
Degradation due to thermal cycling, and possibly atomic oxygen effects,
will be greater in LEO.
3. Most refurbishment would be by replacement of the subsystem modules
which, with WS type standardization, should not be complex. Each
module would be held to the basic structure with 2 captive jack screws.
The electrical connections would be of the "rack and panel" or "zero
entry" type. This replacement could be accomplished by EVA. The
payload could be refurbished by module replacement, if it were so de-
signed, or the entire payload could be replaced. In either case the
mechanical interface would be several jack screws, and the electrical
interfac, vould be by means of "rack and panel" connecters. Com-
plication due to lack of access to a module must be avoided by ap-
propriate design layout.
4. The technology of modular subsystems already exists. The demonstra-
tion of replacement in-orbit will be performed with replacement of the
ACS module on the Solar Max (SMM) satellite in 1984.
In 1985, a limited capability to repair satellites in LEO will exist.
A constrz.int, besides LEO, will he the slow evolution of new sat-
ellites which have modular construction i.e., MMS type, and which
are capable of rendezvous with the shuttle and have adequate safety
provisions.
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5. (1) A new suit for EVA that is pressurized to 10 psi so that
pure 02 preconditioning is not required. This should be available
by 1990.
(2) A teleoperator (TMS) to perform the capture and retrieval of
satellites to the SS. See Vought Corp. report "Teleoperator
Maneuvering System etc", May 1982. This device will not be
operational until at least 1988.
(3) A manned space station of sufficient mass and attitude control
such that a shuttle and/or satellite may be attached with no orbital
disturbance. The servicing facility provided by the space station
must be capable of performing tests in addition to repair and re-
furbishment of retrieved satellites. The IOC of this type of SS
is 1991.
(4) Probably the most pressing initial need ;s for satellite
refueling. Most LEO satellites run out of propellant and self-
destruct (uncontrolled reentry or freeze) before they are technically
outdated. Therefore, refueling could extend the life of a satel-
lite unti l the capability to refurbish the satellite becomes
available.
6. The "Multin.,ssion Modular Spacecraft" (MMS) has been developed for
NASA by McDonnell Douglas and Fairchild. Fairchild also is proposing
a spacecraft using the MMS concept to carry numerous types of inter-
changeable payloads. This spacecraft/payload combination could be
assembled on the ground in sections or as a whole, or it could be
completely assembled on a space station.
7. See the reference list contained in the Mid Term Briefing NASW-3681,
18 November 1982 by TRW.
8. The biggest advantage to satellite assembly or servicing in space
(fueling and/or refurbishment) in a space station as opposed to
shuttle is the time constraint. The shuttle has a limited orbital
stay time. Also, for a free flyer that weighs more than 65k lb,
a space station is necessary for assembly and/or fueling.
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g . Any of these technologies can be accomplished and proven in con-
junction with projected scientific or applications payload missions.
The establishemnt of a space station itself will prove the assemb-
ling technology.
10. At the onset of space station construction there will be considerable
EVA. This will decrease as more robotics and teleoperators are de-
veloped, and when shirt sleeve environment for satellite assembly/
servicing is established. 'clan's role will be to initialize and monitor
the automatic and remote processes.
11. On the premise that only WS type modules will be assembled or re-
placed in space, the degree of dexterity will not exceed that of a
suited crewman. Similarly, the task of fueling/refueling. Any
further disassembly would have to take place in a shirt sleeve
environment or requires returning the vehicle to earth.
12. If the robotics of the teleoperator is sufficiently refined to handle
the modules, there is no reason that module replacement cannot be ac-
complished in situ.
13. Where the length of time for refurbishment exceeds the ^rbital stay
time of the shuttle, it must take place on the space station. In
case of contingency, the space station would probably be more capable
of work-around activities i.e., if the replacement module malfunctions,
mounting surface is damaged, or more extensive functional tests are
required.
14 Any fuel transfer in space is a potentially hazardous situation
Handling and transfer of large objects by EVA crew members can be
hazardous, and precautions must be taken to avoid collision by
appropriate, timely reduction of momentum. The crewman mlict ho
trained to estimate the momentum and the required retardii
or torque.
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15. Servicing of a satellite or even the change of the payload will be at
a very modest cost by comparison with the launch and risk of a new
satellite.
16. As soon ds reliable cost figures can be analyzed and compared, the
aerospace industry will standardize on subsystem designs that are
servicable in space. This has already been started by McDonnell and
Fairchild, see Question 6.
II. SPACE STATION ATTRIBUTES AND CAPABILITIES
The following list summarizes space station attributes and capabilities
as related to satellite assembly, test and servicing.
I. Satellite Assembly & Test Activity
The space station is required for:
o Assembly of satellites of gross weight >5.5K pounds for GEO and
>44K pounds for LEO.
(less mechanical handling equipment will be needed to handle
a fully assembled satellite)
o Manual deployment of appendages
1. Reduces weight of satellite (fewer actuators needed)
2. Assures complete deployment
3. Reduces design effort and test requirements of automatic
deployment mechanisms. Lower complexity and lower develop-
ment cost.
o Storage of propellants.
o Less thermal-vacuum testing of completed satellites on the
ground to verify thermal control system performance.
o More efficient loading of the shuttle
o Lower launch load on tanks if transported empty.
o Housing and operation of checkout equipment.
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2. Satellite Servicing Activities
The space station is required for:
o Repair of satellites by module replacement
o Satellite refueling
o Checkout of a repaired or refurbished satellite
o Change-out of complete payloads
o Add-on capability to satellites
o Housing and operation of teleoperator for orbital transfer and
remote handling of satellites
o Housing ana operation of OTV for transfer of larger cargo and
for larger AV requirements (such as LEO-to-GEO transfer).
III. MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The following answers refer to issues in the above questionnaire, by number.
1. For science and applications missions: re pair and refurbishment of free
flying vehicle, refueling of propulsion systems, replenishment of
cooled detector cryogens, changeout of instrument packages, pallet
carriers and film packs.
2. Hardware failure - random in nature.
3. This is highly dependent on the type of, and design of the hardws.- in
question.
4. The technology is not so much a problem as the design for maintain-
ability.
5. Refueling; cryogen resupply; modular, replaceable hardware design.
6. Yes, TRW in the space platform design, GSFC/FSEC/MDAC in the MMS
spacecraft design, ST design, AXAF design.
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7. See numerous reports, particularly cn ST, AXAF, and possibly GRO.
8. Many ite. of technology could be evaluated and va^idated on the shuttle.
9. This would certainly make sense.
10. Tasks requiring detailed, complex tasks with elements of uncertainty.
11. Necessarily.
12. Unclear if this would be desirable, initially for LEO vehicles. It
would probably be necessary for high altitude/GEO missions.
13. Shuttle time on-orbit constraints, need for repair/refurbishment
facilities that one would not wish to ship to space for every flight.
14. The usual.
15. Hopefully modest so that it would be economical.
IV. SERVICING TECHNOLOGY ISSUES IN SPACE SCIENCE SATELLITES
NASA Astronomy/Astrophysics satellites currently fit in at least four
categories with respect to on-orbit payload ::erv?cing:
1. Satellites currently existing or iii development for limited -
term missions ( less than five years) planned to terminate with
STS retrieval/return to earth or destructive re-entry. Examples
are GRO and SMM ( actually a solar physics mission but a good ex-
ample of this class). No expl •;cit capability for servicing or re-
placement of scientific instruments is provided curing satellite
development and in fact no investrf•nt is u4af: to insure that the
design does n.ot limit or prevent or,-orbit access to the instruments.
The SW may be a good demonstration of the ability to service pay-
loads cn this class of mission with no prior provision to do so.
NASA hopes to replace on-orbit the failed coronagraph electronics
box buried within the SMM payload compartment.
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2. Observatories currently in development or planned for long-term,
facility-class missions (fifteen years on-omit). Examples are
ST and AXAF.* These satellites are designed with modular, stand-
ardized payload interfaces that allow for simple on-orbit replace-
ment of individual scientific instruments, including provisions
for proper optical alignment of the instrument with the observatory.
3. Facility-class observatories in development or planned for
initial use as STS attached payloads with later modification for
free-flyers. Examples are SOT and SIRTF.* The scientific
instruments for these observatories will be designed to take
advantage of man's presence and will be readily interchange0le.
In addition, conversion of SIRTF to a free-flyer will inclutae
provision for on-orbit cryogenic cooling replenishment (perhaps
on six-month intervals).
4. Planned facility class observatories requiring on-orbit deployment
or assembly. The LDR (large deployable reflector) is representative
of this class. These observatories will require extensive on-orbit
manned capability for initial launch and occasional changeout/
servicing of scientific instruments.
V. STRUCTURE AhJ LAYOUT TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
The following answers refer to issues in the above questionnaire, by
number.
1. Relating my experience from the Space Platform Study, our servicing
and refurbishment concepts %­
 for attitude control pro-
pellant, service replaceable ORU's, replace solar array assemblies,
thermal radiator, paylaod berthing adapters and STS berthing adapter.
* SOT - Solar-Optical Telescope
SIRTF - Space IR Telescope Facility
AXAF	 Advanced X-Ray Astrc.lomy Facility
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i2. Failure and wearout will most likely occur in units requiring con-
tinuous duty cycles, e.g., the solar array. These wearout mechanisms
involve motors, switches, encoders and bearings. Other mechanical
components such as gears are reliable enough that damage due to gear
binding are highly unlikely to occur.
3. The complexity of replacing the aforementioned units ties directly
to their physical interfaces, e.g., how many electrical and data
signals are required, aer fluid interfaces involved, does the inter-
face have to sustain large structural loads? These factors must
generally be considered, especially for costing purposes. Mechanical
joint designs follow everyday common practice and EVA crewman back-up
does not pose any serious complications.
4. On-orbit repair is certainly the path that all long orbit life space-
craft and space stations will require.	 There are several programs
(MMS, Space Telescope) that have incorporated on-orbit serviceability
into their designs and are presently undergoins extensive zero-g
simulated testing. Yes, I believe it is very feasible.
5. New technology needed for servicing spacecraft and space stations
will be servicing at the subsystem level or at the component level.
As we enter into the space station era; haveing designed and to be
afforded sufficient packaging volume, subsystems and components should










"Servicing Satellites from the Space Shuttle" Grumman Aerospace
Horizons Vol. 18, No 1, 1982
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o "Space Platform Study" TRW
o "Satellite Services Systems Analysis Study" LMSC-D792242,
Feb. 1981, Lockheed
8. 'Yes, in-s pace demonstration is warranted
9. I would say yes where development is towards GEO orbits. You would
centainly try to demonstrate its capability on a low orbit base.
10. Man's role to remove, replace and service units will certainly simplify,
and reduce the cost of designing components to be serviced remotely.
Some equipment may dictate a hybrid approach as a manned remotely
controlled robot.
11. A suited crewman can perform any task given the proper working space and
tools.
12. Yes, if properly designed for teleoperator.
13. Certain operations may require more time to complete within the shuttle's
on orbit stay time. These operations are primary objectives of a
space station.
14. Many. Every decipline involves safety issue:, e.g., on-orbit refueling,
replacing high-voltage electrical power boxes, man's EVA activities,
in general.
16. Yes. In the example of our Space Platform design, standardized berthing
adapters are used. If all replaceable subsystems were attached with it,
all units would have a common interface. Our berthing adapter has
standardized fluid, electrical and data interfaces.
VI. ATTITUDE CONTROL AND AUTOMATION
The following answers refer to technology issues in the above questionnaire
by number.
1. Gyros, reaction wheels, thruster propellant, film, ECM black boxes,
distributed sensing transmitters, distributed electro-mechanical
actuators, truss element dampers, viscoelastic truss element re-
placements, solar arrays and antennas.
2. Examples are friction, consumables depletion, laser diode life, high
voltage leaks, outgassing, micro-meteor and radiation damage, epoxy
degradation in piezoelectric stacks.
3. Complexity ranges from low (recage) to high (sensor realignment and
reaction wheels).
5. The most difficult servicing tasks include uncaging, repiaceing and
recage; eliminating power shorts to distributed control system
components; and sensor alignment.
8. Examples that warrant demonstration-in space are multi-body ACS, human
interaction with precision control of flexible structures and appendages.
Some may be demonstrated on shuttle. But some full-size objects (large
structure) may not fit on the orbiter.
10. Manual servicing required in precision tasks. Remote possible in
cage/uncage operations.
11. Moderate dexterity required in replacing precision parts or parts that
must be precisely aligned. Depends on mechanical and electrical design
modularity.
12. Some of the above tasks can be done with a teleoperator, but it de-
pends on size.
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13. Some refurbishing must be done at an internal workstation (shirt sleeve
environment). Not feasible on shuttle orbiter.
14. Safety issues involve multi-body stability with time varying dynamics.
15. Modest to medium costs .
16. Sufficient standardization feasible? Yes. Design for modularity; snap
components on and off; provide alignment guides; design for on-board
self test and diagnosis of components.
VII. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
The following comments were offered.
1. Testing and simulation of very large structures on the ground has
severe limitations. Often cannot model analytically with assured
fidelity. Tests in lg environment not feasible since structure not
self supporting.
2. Simulation capability expected to improve by orders of magnitude.
(Software and hardware)
- custom - architectural processing system
- new mathematical model methodology: computer derives equations,
modifies these if desired, eliminates superfluous terms.
- Digital processors under development that promise 170:1
improvement over main-frame computer.
3. Large structure handling by remote manipulator (RMS): past simulations
cumbersome and of doubtful validity. Expect to solve such problems
by above new simulation methodology.
4. Other issues to be addressed by new modeling techniques:
- Tethered system dynamics
- Dynamics of handling large structure modules in structural	 i
assembly
- Modeling of large antenna structure deformation and control
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Overall, an interdisciplinary view is needed in addressing these issues
and developing the technology. (Above questionnaire not relevant in
this connection).
VIII. THERMAL CONTROL
1. Principal refurbishment/replacement/resupply needs:
a. Replenish or resupply (liquid or solid) cryogen for cooling
detectors, cryogenic computers, etc.
b. Refurbish or replace low temperature (100°K) passive thermal
radiators (currently used on Thematic Mapper)
c. Clean or refurbish mirrors or other optical surfaces used for
space telescopes, laser communication, etc.
d. Fluid loop system: Replace radiator assembly (if it develops
a leak) and replenish coolants.
2. On-orbit servicing feasibility
For on-orbit servicing to be feasible, the satellite must be
designed with this in mind. For example, the cryogen tanks could
be designed to be removed and replaced.
3. Issues of crew involvement for effective servicing
o Past experience illustrates importance of man's role in
servicing: e.g., instellation of sun-shade on Skylab to
replace torn-off thermal blanket. Also, crew-assisted deployment
of solar array on same mission.
o Manned repair service would have been required in failures such
as: thermal blanket damage that occured on a early DSC II launch
(antenna cover); on 1982 STS missions: Kapton insulation erosion;
thermal protection tile loss; on Landsat D: obstruction of
antenna boom deployment by loose thermal blanket (subsequently
self-corrected)
o Deployment of large thermal radiator panel on space platform
and space station facilitated by crew assistence.
o Replacement of battery pack incl. all electronics and control
components as ORU on space platform
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IX. PROPULSION
The following answers refer to technology issues in the above question-
naire, by number.
1. Resupply need: Propellants and pressurants.
2. Wearout & failures: Catalyst bed degradation with thru-put for mono-
propellant systems.
3. Refurbishment would be complex. Trade-offs would probably be toward
backup thrusters for both mono and bi-prop systems in addition to
existing redundant thrusters.
4. On-orbit repair technology is not currently state of tie art. It does
not seem that a propulsion system could be designed for easy on-orbit
repair or module replacement, without reducing system reliability or
without sacrificing design requirements, non-optimum placement of
thrusters.
5. The technology for servicing of spacecraft is basically available for
mono and bipropellant systems. Moderate technology development effort
is required for cryogenic systems.
o Russians have transferred both mono and bipropellants, under
remote control.
o Cryogenic fluid management experiment (CFME)
contract has been awarded to TRW
o Mono-propellant transfer experiments will be flown on STS 9
to 11 in 1984.
6. & 7. Of the literature on modular replacement, which I have reviewed, pro-
pulsion has not been discussed. Other literature refers to earlier





"Modular Thrust Subsystem Approaches to Solar Electric Propulsion
Module Design"
8. In-space demonstration required? Yes.
9. Technology development can be demonstrated as part of another mission
(see #5 above).
10. Refueling should be by remote control.
11. See #10.
12. Yes, task can be performed remotely.
13. Volume/mass of fluids required dictate a space depot.
14. See references - also fuel depots should be isolated from the manned
space station and could be tethered.
15. Once the depot has been established the service should be of medium
cost relative to the alternative.
16. Yes, sufficient standardization can be achieved to facilitate this
task.
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X. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURE CONTROL
General comments include the following:
o Optical sensors are required for measurement and control of large
deployable/erectable precision space structures (mm-wave antennas,
IR telescope)
o 30-m IR telescope requires 5 um accuracy, one of most challenging
applications.
o Development of laser alignment techniques in process
o These techniques have been demonstrated in ground-based tests of
partial structures. Need further development and test on shuttle
or space station-based technology missions.
X1. CREW SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY REOUIREMENTS
General comments include the following
o Standardized design needed to facilitate servicing. However, there
will always be a mix in standard and custom designs, requiring
flexibility.
o Fault detection, isolation and test, essential to satellite
servicing. Need further hardware and software development to
achieve best utilization of crew capability.
o Maintenance/replacement demonstration requires carefully agreed-on
operational plan. (Reluctance of satellite project managers to
permit crew access).
o Balanced approach needed in weighing scope of TDM vs. actual mission
application.
o Several candidate servicing approaches to be tried on orbit to learn
optimum operational techniques, especially for remote servicing
with aid of MMU (Manned Maneuvering Unit).
o Emphasis on precursor missions is important to proper time-phased
technology evolution. Example - Solar Max. Mission (SMM) retrieval
by MMU and servicing/replacement of units on shuttle in 1984 will
be an important precursor for demonstrating crew capabilities.
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o To improve crew effectiveness in using remote handling (RMS) on
the orbiter or space station,development of force measurement
(e.g., in berthing task) will be important.
o Real time in-flight quantitative feedback from crew (as opposed to
post-flight interrogation) important in task profile evaluation,
performance assessment and finding improved operating modes and
defining advanced crew training requirements. (See pages on crew
productivity assessment in report text).
XII. SOLAR ARRAY SERVICING
General comments include the following:
o Modular array design with replaceable panels required for most
effective on-orbit servicing.
o New panels can be spliced in at lap joints, using zippers or
plastic snaps to detach/attach modules.
o Typical life times of 5 years consistent with manned servicing in
LEO. In GEO, where such servicing will be much less feasible,
+0-year solar array life should be the goal.
o Annealable GaAs solar cells will make passible on-orbit heat
treatment and restoration of arrays after prolonged exposure to
particle radiation. (2000C exposure for 1 to 2 hrs will restore
80 to 90 percent of full pirformance of certain types of GaAs
cells). Si cells have not been shown to be annealable.
o Thermal cycling at LEO currently a major source of S/A wearout, but
can be remedied by improved design.
XIII. SPACE STATION SERVICING REQUIREMENTS IN COMMERCIAL USER MISSIONS
Listed below are missions in the "Commercial User" category that require
satellite servicing from the space station, including the servicing/tending
of free-flying platforms. (Also see TRW Study of Space Station Design
Concepts and Architectural Options, 1982-83.)
a. Commercial manufacturing (on free-flying platform to avoid
micro-g disturbances in materials processing)
o semi conductor materials




o biological materials purification
o specific glass types
Space station is base for remote periodic resuppl;
b. Communication Satellites Transshipment
o Space station receives satellites (whole
orbiter, and tests
o Provides warehousing of parts
o Assembles and tests the satellites
o Attaches satellite to OTV
o Fuels the OTV
o Performs satellite/OTV launch to GEO
c. Wind/Wave Forecasting
Mission best performed by mounting the sensors on a separate
(free-flying) platform at higher altitude than space station to
enlarge scatterometer swath to -4500 km. Space station deploys
free-flyer and services it (replenishment/refurbishment) by
periodic retrieval or remotely.
d. Crop condition assessment.
To be performed on a free-flying platform in order to protect
sensitive optical equipment from contaminants near the space
station.
e. Renewable Resources Assessment (Seasonal to Annual Inventory).
The space station will provide support for wide-swath multispectral
imaging sensor and its data recording/transmission functions.
Alternately, the space stations could deploy a free-flyer to
support the sensor.
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f. Ocean Color/Temperature Monitoring.
The space station directly supports a visual and IR sensor for
marine biological and temperature use. Alternatively, a free-
flying platform could be employed to provide greater swath width
(as in items c. and d.).
The following Pddresses some of the questions in the above questionnaire.
3/4. The free-flying platforms will be designed for modular replacement of
systems and for replenishment of consumables. Processors .snd sensors
would be whole-unit replaceable.
5. This will require development of orbit-replaceable unit (ORU) technology.
6/7. Past and present studies by TRW.
8/9. Probably requires in-space demonstration, including TOM's specifically
designed for the payloads in question and for maintenance/refurbishment
techniques.
10/11. Man is "integral" to the process but probably can do it remotely.
13. Frequency of activity and need for frequent, reliable scheduling makes
shuttle a very poor choice. Technically the job could be done by
shuttle.
14. Safety issues are the same ones as in any EVA tasks.
15. Modest costs.
F
16. Yes, for commercial use subsystem standardization is mandatory. Every-
thing must aim toward cost reduction or commercial use will not develop.
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